It’s a Knockout

Fly walk

Froggy waiters

Fly walking up a plank,well
tied down and lashed to a
tree

Target ball
Bouncing Bomb

Players wearing flippers and goggle
Each player takes one cup of water at
a time on a tray - through the obstacle
and into the measuring container most water in allowed time.

One player throws the ball onto the plank or net
and the ball is ‘bounced to the catcher who deposited in the collection bin.

Buck - it -up

Cyclist collects balls that are thrown into
his buckets by his team as he moves
along the course.

Target Tennis

Bumpy Ride

Cycle-O-Rama

One legged
soccer

bean bag

Pot Shot

Two cyclist compete to get the most
balls in the collection bin in a set time.
One ball at a time as the go around
the course.

3 meters

Under and over

Teams of eight - four on
stretcher - four to be carried to
finish line. If a Scouts falls off
they all have to return to start
line. Fastest time.

Sack Football

Stepping Stones and Stretcher Carry

All tied up

Pairs or larger groups are joined
together - using tubes or duct tape
and must collect balls and deposited
it at end of play area. - best time and
highest score

Target Discus

Two player act as a
team - best time and
highest score

Swing ball

Wheelbarrow Netball

Player picks up a ball and gets into a wheelbarrow and is
taken to launch area. Takes a shot then gets back into the
barrow to collect another ball. Quickest time plus score.

Two short planks and
some string handles

Give some old tin
can a coat of paint
and number them.

Stilt Walk

Create some simple stilts
with old tin cans and some
string for handles
Acknowledgment to Scouting Magazine UK for original material used to
reconstruct this useful fun resource.

Skiing

